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amendment of any particular clause. That is 
ihe practice that we are following in this 
House all along. So I would request the hon. 
Members to follow that convention. 

SHRI  GHULAM  RASOOL    MATTO: 
What is the remedy available to me? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. You take 
some other course^   Now, the question is: 

That the following amendments made by 
the Lok Sabha in the Essential Commodities 
CAmendment) Bill. 1983, be taken into  
consideration,  namely; 

"Enacting Formula 

I. That at page 1, line 1, for "Thirty-fourth"  
substitute     "Thirty-fifth" 

Clause 1 

"2. That at page  1, line 4, 
for "1983" substitute  984'    "J 

Clause 2 3. That at 
page 1, line 19, for  "1983"  
substitute "1984' 
The motion was adopted. 
SHRI BHAGWAT JHA    AZAD;     Sir, 

I move-That the amendments  made    by      
the Lok Sabha in, the Bill be agreed to. 

The  question  was put and the  motion 
was adopted. 

REFERENCE TO THE REPORTED 
STATEMENT OF THE MINISTER OF 

FINANCE SHRI PRANAB KUMAR 
MUKHERJEE, ON PRESIDENTIAL 

FORM OF GOVERNMENT 

 
THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHRI 

PRANAB KUMAR MUKHERJEE): Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, since he has mentioned my 
name. let me anyway clarify the point. 1 do 
not know where he has found it At Hast I did 
not say to any newspaper that I favoured the 
presidential form of government. The 
Calcutta press asked me a question, "What is 
your reaction to Mr. Charan Singh's 
suggestion that he prefers a certain type of 
government?". 

I said that a debate is going on in the 
country, let the debate go on. in this where is 
the question of expressing my views? 
SHRI SURESH KALMADI (JVIaha-. 

rashtra): Where is the debate? It is only in your 
party. 

SHRI PRANAB KUMAR MUKHERJEE; 
The debate is not on the floor  of the House. 
The debate is at the national level. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN; Now let us 
go to the next item... 

 
MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. No. no; I 

have not allowed it. I am not allowing you to 
raise it. No, no. This will not go on  record. 

CALLING ATTENTION TO A MA HER OF   
URGENT   PUBLIC   IMPORTANCE 

'Threat to India's security on account    of 
development along mdo-Pak borders  and 
Pakistan's   nuclear     programmes SHRI 
JASWANT SINGH (Rajasthan):Mr   Deputy 
Chairman, I bee to    Call the- 

 Not recorded. 


